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The Reputation of the University ?
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The HKU Scholars Hub (The Hub)
-- A Current Research Information System (CRIS)
HKU Sources
- Registry
- Research Services
- Graduate School
- Public Affairs
- Tech Transfer
External Sources
- Scopus,
- WoS, ResearchID
- SSRN
- ACM Digital Library
- Google Scholar Citations
- Etc.
Individual scholars
Librarians
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Products include,
• For the individual
– Identity management
– Reputation management
– Impact management
– Increased digital footprint
• For external searchers
– Find an expert
– Cybervetting
– Peer Review
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Sources for the Three:
• Article Level
– Citation Count: Scopus, WoS, PubMed, etc.
– Alt Metrics: 
• F1000, Altmetrics.com, etc
• Download & view counts
• Author Level
– Scopus AU-ID, ResearcherID, Google Scholar Citation, etc
– Alt Metrics (cumulated to author)
• Download & view counts
• Journal Level
– Impact Factor
– SCImago Journal & Country Rank
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Identity Management
• The Individual Scholar
– Google Scholar Citation
– ImpactStory, ResearchGate, etc
– Maintain ResarcherID & ORCID
• Library 
– Scopus cleanup
– ResearcherID
– ORCID
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Library Developed & Managed.., Why?
• In support of scholars & university,
– More to curate than publications
• In the meantime,
– Decline of print cataloguing
– Re-purposing & re-training
– All Hub metadata curated by the Cataloguing Dept
• Future proofing the library,
– Cyberinfrastructure, 
– E-Science, E-Research
– Digital Humanities
